Rayzor Date Now March
By DEBBIE ROMOTSKY

Chalk up another victory for the skeptics who scoffed at predictions that Rayzor Hall would be ready for use by December 1961. 'Tis true. Here it is February already, yet a sea of mud, bricks, and marble in the vicinity of the library bear mute testimony to the fact that Rayzor Hall still is not completed.

FROM THE direction of Lovett Hall, where anxious administrators have been watching the progress of our newest addition, come explanations for the building’s arrested development: insulation difficulties, resulting in the removal and replacement of the roof; delays in the marble quarries of Tennessee; tardy window frames from New Jersey; hod carriers on strike ...

Now that all the needed materials have finally arrived, and the finishing touches are being added, completion has been tentatively scheduled for late March (1962, that is). Who’s from Missouri?